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Fine Design At NeoCon Presents
Renowned Keynote Speaker, Innovative
Seminars, New Product Debuts
Fine Design hosts keynote speaker Gary Lee, innovative seminars, new product debuts
and more at Neocon.
Fine Design offers attendees the opportunity to explore the best in custom home
furnishings and interior design throughout the Design Center in the Merchandise Mart’s
permanent residential showrooms on floors 6, 15, 16, 17 and 18, as well as the finest
kitchen, bath and building products in LuxeHome on the 1st floor. Education seminars,
showroom events, new product debuts, design inspiration and networking with over
40,000 industry professionals are what can be expected at the event.

Fine Design Keynote
Tuesday, June 12 | 1:00 p.m.| Gary Lee, DeBiasi Library, Room 1520 | Registration
North Lobby, Suite 137
Gary Lee, an interior design visionary, has earned accolades and rewards that include the
prestigious Interior Designer of the Year and membership in the highly selective Interior
Design Hall of Fame. With his innate ability to communicate a vision for projects, Lee
begins the design process with a sense of how the environment will function for the
client’s business, how the space will feel, and in planning that considers rhythm and
volume before style.
The event is free to attend and sponsored by Knoll.
Residential Track CEU Seminars
Monday, June 11 | 11:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.| Four Powerful Strategies to Pricing and
Profiting from an Interior Design Job | M119
When you learn to price your time accurately, creating income is easier than you think.
Figure out how much you should charge per hour for your design services and get the
basics down so you never have to wonder if you are over or under-charging. Identify the
three spots to look for profit in your interior design business. And consider why you
should charge a fee for a complete design job rather than billing per hour for some
projects. The discussion includes the advantages of different types of product mark-ups
and margins and creating additional income streams from merchandise that you cannot
mark up. [Intermediate] [RES] [PD]
Speaker: Teresa Taylor, ASID, IIDA, IDS, IFDA, is president and creative director of
Taylor Design Group in Tucson, Arizona.
Monday, June 11 | 1:00 to 2:00 p.m.| 20th and 21st Century Handcrafted Wall
Coverings | M129
Get an overview of 20th and 21st century wall coverings, illustrating the canon of work,
trends and usage. From block printing to hand painting to inlaid materials to natural
fibers to fine art and beyond, come explore the world of handcrafted wall coverings and
learn how they have evolved. Discuss practical design applications and examine the
various methods of manufacturing. Finish with a live wallpaper making demonstration by
artisans. Get an in-depth exposure to these remarkable design ideas, and leave with
enhanced product knowledge you can use in future projects. [Intermediate] [HOSP]
[RES] [HSW]
Speaker: Joyce Romanoff, IIDA, ASID, NEWH, is president of Maya Romanoff in
Skokie, Illinois.

Monday, June 11 | 2:30 to 3:30 p.m.| Foresight Interiors 2014 | M139
Foresight is an introduction to the four leading design themes for 2014. It represents the
overall macro trends that are influencing and defining the thoughts that will shape the
season. Interlinked and interwoven, each theme is impacted by the other yet each is also
important in its own right. Discover what will define the essential DNA for design this
season, including how to translate key elements from four leading themes into innovative
design directive; how current and evolving consumer behaviors impact and effect the
essential design elements of 2014 and the color palettes, materials, and finishes that will
be essential to these trends. [Intermediate] [RES]
Speaker: Jamie Thomas is a trend director of Stylesight in New York, New York.
Monday, June 11 | 4:00 to 5:00 p.m. | Future Color Trends: Fantasies and Realities |
M149
In order to create “magic” for interiors, the colors for 2013 will need to coax and cajole,
soothe or astonish, renew and replenish. At the same time, there will be the consumer’s
expectation of practicality – what colors have staying power and can be relied upon as a
steadying influence in unsteady times. Skillfully balanced color palettes that play to their
practical side, while satisfying their aspirations, hopes and needs for something novel will
remain key to enticing the would-be consumer or client. [Intermediate] [RES] [PD]
[HSW]
Speaker: Leatrice Eiseman, ASID, IDSA, FGI, CMG, is the executive director of the
Pantone Color Institute in Bainbridge Island, Washington.
Tuesday, June 12 | 9:00 to 10:30 a.m. | Designing for Today's Clientele| T259
Learn from a residential design expert who will discuss clients in today’s marketplace.
Hear the tips and techniques you need to implement for clients who want the look of an
award winning home (on a budget!). Find out how to deal with clients who are avid
HGTV fans (having taped the shows since they began!). Learn how to build quality
design and sustainability into your projects, and review the art of simple seasonal changes
that create new color palettes and accents. We’ll cover many essentials including “pet and
kid proofing” (while pleasing the in-laws and the world!). [Intermediate] [RES]
Speaker: Suzanne Levin-Lapides, ASID, is a design associate for Louis Mazor, Inc. in
Baltimore, Maryland.
Tuesday, June 12 | 11:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. | LEED Platinum for
Restaurants: Reaching the Next Level| T269
Restaurants use a tremendous amount of energy and water. But new design strategies
have emerged to improve their energy efficiency and environmental performance. Find

out what these strategies are that you can use to get your next project to LEED Platinum.
Through a case study of a major renovation job, see what efforts, products, and work got
the project certified. Learn the specific design strategies that integrate the guest
experience into environmental performance. Gain a better understanding of the LEED
Platinum certification process so when the next project comes your way, you’re ready to
go. [Intermediate] [HOSP] [ENV] [HSW]
Speaker: David Loehr, AIA, LEED AP BD+C, is a partner of HGA in Minneapolis,
Minnesota. Rachelle Schoessler Lynn, FASID, CID, LEED AP BD+C, is a senior
associate for Meyer Scherer & Rockcastle in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Tuesday, June 12 | 3:00. to 4:00 p.m. | LALIQUE, Defining Excellence | T289
Expand your knowledge and appreciation of LALIQUE’S extensive history within the
world of interior design, beginning at the turn of the century with its founder Rene
LALIQUE through the widespread range of projects that LALIQUE is commissioned for
today. Starting with the panels that adorned the first-class cabins of the Orient Express
and the lighting for the famed Normandie, LALIQUE today continues to evolve with
projects like Oceania’s luxury cruise liner Marina and through partnerships with Studio
Andrée Putman. Following the seminar you are invited to a champagne reception in the
LALIQUE Showroom, #1867. [Basic] [RES] [PD]
Speaker: Craig Zehms, brand ambassador, Lalique, New York, New York.
Wednesday, June 13 | 11:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. | Market Smart: Make a Big Splash
for Little Cash | W319
Some of the most powerful promotion that design professionals can do costs the least.
Find out how to do million dollar marketing on a shoestring budget. Get the right
information about free publicity, economical websites and other online marketing, social
media, public speaking, networking, moneysaving marketing materials and much more.
Learn how to make a maximum marketing impact for minimal investment of money and
time. Find out how to get quoted and promoted in print media and online. See how to
dramatically increase your business through online marketing and social media. This is
the boost you need. Get the most out of no- and low-cost resources for big promotional
gain. [Intermediate] [RES]
Speaker: Fred Berns is president of Business by Design, IncoMarkerporated in
Louisville, Colorado.
Wednesday, June 13 | 1:30 to 2:30 p.m. | Discovering the Secrets of the Masters to
Energize a Space | W329
Many of the masters of art and architecture, including Michelangelo, da Vinci and
Vitruvius, knew that the energy in a space affects every aspect in life, including
relationships, finances, and health. For thousands of years, the masters have kept this

secret knowledge in certain circles, applying it to art, buildings and other monuments to
transform negative energy and generate beneficial energy. You can discover some of this
knowledge and learn some of the basic principles of energetic geometry and other
powerful techniques to design a room, furniture, art objects, and fabrics that will help
create a healing and nurturing environment for you and your clients. Come discuss the
top five mistakes that designers, architects and builders make that produce problems in
their clients’ health, including insomnia, tension and anxiety. Get the real secret behind
the Golden Ratio. The session includes many basic lessons in space planning as well as
specific numbers, colors, and energizing techniques you can use to create balanced,
nurturing and beneficial environments. [Intermediate] [RES] [HSW]
Speaker: Cary Weldy is president of Cary Weldy LLC in Chicago, Illinois.
Featured Showroom Presentations
Monday, June 11
11:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.- Filsinger Chicago Showroom & Gallery, Floor 18, Suite 1870
Jesse Stolow, COO of Total Window, will speak about their products and ways to help
your clients save on energy costs! RSVP or call 312-245-0404
12:00 to 5:00 p.m.- Summer Classics, Floor 15, Suite 1556
Stop by during the “Taste of the Tropics Event” to sample tropical cocktails and small
plates.
1:00 to 3:00 p.m.- Area International, Floor 16, Suite 1611
Take a break from your day- stop by the showroom to taste some of the best regional,
Midwestern beers!
2:00 to 4:00 p.m.- Maya Romanoff, Floor 6, Suite 617
Join Roger Thomas, Maya Romanoff’s 2012 Designer in Residence, as he introduces the
Roger Thomas Collection for Maya Romanoff. RSVP.
2:00 to 4:00 p.m.- David Sutherland Showroom, Floor 18, Suite 1800
Enjoy lite bites and libations to celebrate the launch of Sutherland’s collaboration with
Rose Tarlow Melrose House.
Tuesday, June 12
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.- JANUS et Cie, Floor 18, Suite 1876

Join JANUS et Cie during Fine Design to see our newest interior and exterior
furnishings, accessories and textiles with a spotlight on our latest lounge and dining
JANUSfiber™ collections.
10:00 a.m.- Duralee Showroom, Floor 6, Suite 624
Mixed Media: Philip Gorrivan is a master at combining classic and modern, creating
both glamorous and comfortable interiors. Join us as Philip explains how to piece
together the perfect high-end design scheme by getting the most out of your fabric
options and utilizing fine art and antiques. Light lunch to follow. RSVP or call 312-3290590.
4:00 p.m.- LALIQUE, Floor 18, Suite 1867
Lalique invites you to a champagne reception in the showroom! Be sure to register to
attend LALIQUE’s CEU presentation, Defining Elegance, preceding reception. RSVP
with Bonnie Rhodes or call 312-867-1787.
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
10:45 a.m., 12:30 p.m., 2:15 p.m.- Smartrooms: A Spaces and Views Showroom, Floor 1,
Suite 119
Each day during NeoCon, meet us at Smartrooms, Suite 119 to “Take 15” to learn and
experience trends in cabinetry, appliances and countertops. Each person who “Takes 15”
at Smartrooms will be entered into a drawing to win Wine Cooler, a $1,700 value! Due to
space considerations, each take 15 is limited to 15 people. 10:45 a.m. – Cabinetry Trends,
12:30 p.m. – Appliance Trends, 2:15 p.m. – Countertop Trends.
Showroom Open Houses and Product Debuts
Ann Sacks, Floor 1, Suite 100B
Stop by Ann Sacks and enjoy the new product and installations on display throughout the
showroom.
Artistic Tile, Floor 1, Suite 105A
Visit Artistic Tile showroom, Suite 105A in LuxeHome, located on the ground floor of
the Merchandise Mart, to print your boarding pass on Tuesday and Wednesday of
NeoCon.
Atelier Gary Lee, Floor 18, Suite 1868
This new showroom features the world’s best furnishings, accessories and artwork,
carefully curated by acclaimed interior designer, Gary Lee. Over twenty collections are

represented, including new designs from Gary’s own Chai Ming Studios.
Bentwood of Chicago, Floor 1, Suite 161
Bentwood Luxury Kitchens welcomes you to their flagship showroom at Suite 161 to see
their beautiful millwork and cabinetry installations. During your visit, be sure and see
their display of the latest offering from TRUFIG. TRUFIG’s revolutionary flushmounting solutions are designed for aesthetic-conscious architects, designers, and
property owners in the residential and commercial markets. TRUFIG is the innovator of a
revolutionary flush-mounting system that seamlessly integrates every day devices and
technologies—including light switches, data jacks, and speakers into a wall or ceiling.
The uncompromising refinement TRUFIG provides has made TRUFIG a favorite in the
professional Architecture, Design, and Construction communities. TRUFIG is
announcing the introduction of flush mount HVAC grills that can be seen in the
Bentwood of Chicago showroom.
BRADLEY HUGHES, Floor 18, Suite 1855
Debut of the new collection of pieces added to the Modern Office collection, outdoor
furnishings and home furnishings.
The Bright Group, Floor 6, Suite 6-166
The Bright Group is a collaborative showroom representing boutique manufacturers with
impeccable style and craftsmanship. Please stop by and view The Bright Chair Company,
Manheim Ruseau, Knowlton Brothers, Wallace Fine Mirrors, Charles Loomis, Evan
Lewis, Salgado Saucier, Jiun Ho, Sezession by Jonathan Browning and new to The
Bright Group, The Douglas Jennings Collection.
Carlisle Wide Plank Floors, Floor 1, Suite 131
Carlisle Wide Plank Floors is a modern luxury brand offering wood flooring with
luxurious finishes, sculpted designs and thoughtful personal touches, along with
responsive and unrivaled customer service. Carlisle is attracting new customers with its
extensive portfolio of handcrafted luxury wood flooring, custom finishes, and proprietary
manufacturing processes. Carlisle supports the Forest Stewardship Council Principles and
Criteria and works only with carefully selected timber growers who uphold the highest
standards in sustainability.
Charles Pollock Reproductions , Floor 18, Suite 1815
Frank Lloyd Wright Unision Occasionals – this modern collection includes a storage
ottoman, coffee and sofa tables derived from Wright’s Mossberg home. The items are
made of North American cherry and offered in a variety of finishes and upholstery
options. Chapman Lighting and accessories are now available through the showroom as
well!

Closet Works, Floor 1, Suite 163
Designer Eric Kolacz has partnered with Closet Works to create a custom closet
collection. The goal with this new collection is to create a closet that is true to timeless
design inspired by current trends for the individual that appreciates an exciting,
thoughtful space. The current collection for Closet Works allows the owner to
incorporate style and luxury to one of the most important areas of the home. Visit
Closet Works in Suite 163 to see this new collection first hand.
Cowtan & Tout, Floor 6, Suite 638
Please join us for a presentation of the new Manuel Canovas and Larsen collections as
well as a special preview of wallcoverings from Cowtan & Tout Fall collection launch.
Presentations held on the hour between 10:00 A.M. and 4:00 P.M., all three days.
David Sutherland Showroom, Floor 18, Suite 1800
Check out the much-anticipated Sutherland by Rose Tarlow Melrose House furniture
collections, as well as the Rose Tarlow Melrose House for Perennials® fabric collection.
Also, visit with Bruno Triplet who will be in the showroom to debut his line of luxury
textiles, and meet Kyle Bunting as he introduces his new hair-on-hide wallcoverings
collections.
Design Atelier – Modern , Floor 18, Suite 1848
30th Anniversary “Surprises Galore” open house! During all three days of Fine Design
participate in giveaways and try your luck at winning a 30th anniversary Design Atelier
gift certificate for substantial savings on selected lines, one submission per designer.
Design Atelier – Traditional, Floor 6, Suite 6-148
30th Anniversary open house and official unveiling of new lines! Join us for a glass of
champagne to celebrate 30 Years in the Merchandise Mart as we preview our partnership
with iconic new lines: Julia Gray, Chameleon Fine Lighting and Christopher Hyland,
including his new wall coverings and lamp lights.
http://www.dessinfournir.com/www.dessinfournir.com/, Floor 18, Suite 1813
Stephen Antonson, now in residence at Dessin Fournir Showroom, joins Conrad, de
Gournay, Van Gregory & Norton, Watts of Westminster and Porter Teleo in revealing the
latest 2012 designs. New fabrics, leathers, lighting and furnishings abound. Dessin
Fournir Showroom welcomes you to suite 1813 for an inspirational retreat.
Direct Rug Import, Floor 15, Suite 15-102

The Samsung Collection is a new line of modern Hand-knotted rugs. Stop in to see them
today!
DREAM2O, Floor 1, Suite 127
Visit DREAM2O Showroom, a Delta and BRIZO faucet experience located on the first
floor, suite 127. The showroom features working displays and is a place to inspire the
senses and learn about technologies such as Touch2O in the kitchen or bath and H2O
kinetics for a new showering experience. See the new JASON WU for BRIZO®, an
ascending designer’s entrance into the world of interiors and a definite statement on
“fashion for the home.”
Edelman Leather, Floor 18, Suite 1873D
Stop in the showroom to see the new Leather and Lace collection!
Edward Ferrell + Lewis Mittman, Floor 18, Suite 1870A
Wired custom lighting perpetuates the standard of cosmopolitan living, while inspiring
creations to illuminate luxurious residences around the world. Please stop in and enjoy a
quiet moment while taking in our extraordinary new introductions.
Ernestomeda Chicago, Floor 1, Suite 128
Ernestomeda Chicago is proud to announce the arrival of Emetrica Kitchen, now on
display. Elegant lines, slender thicknesses, authentic textures and personalization is the
focus of the Emetrica philosophy.
Farrow & Ball, Floor 1, Suite 105B
Stop by the Chicago Farrow & Ball Showroom where Color Consultants will be available
to offer advice on any color questions you may have regarding your home.
George Smith, Floor 18, Suite 1879A
George Smith introduces four new dining chair designs: Dominic, Crosby, Mercer and
Wooster Dining Armchair. Stop by the showroom to see all four!
GRANGE Furniture, Inc., Floor 18, Suite 1825
“My GRANGE” is a furniture design program which offers the ability to personalize a
piece of GRANGE furniture. Through a user-friendly online tool, 3D colors, zoom and
360 degree views, choose finishes, placement of finishes and level of antiquing.
Hickory Chair / Pearson , Floor 17, Suite 1718

New Spring market introductions!
HOLLY HUNT, Floor 17, Suite 1728
GREAT PLAINS and HOLLY HUNT Leather introduce new qualities in casual linen,
velvets and a durable Ultrasuede. The combination of both saturated and bright colors
infuse the collection life and energy. Recently launched collections from our extensive
selection of textile vendors will also be on display.
HOLLY HUNT, Floor 18, Suite 1844
Don’t miss the recently introduced HOLLY HUNT Collection Furniture and Lighting
offerings. With focus on a modern aesthetic, the newly designed casegoods and
upholstered pieces incorporate rich woods, metal details, luxurious leathers, and a
stunning use of space and shape. Also on display, new furniture and lighting pieces from
a vast array of represented vendors.
Homecrest Outdoor Living , Suite 1744
Homecrest Casual Furniture SHIPS in 15 DAYS! A domestic resource of American made
quality casual furniture offering 140 fabrics, 10 frame finishes and 23 collections. From
dining to deep seating, sling, strap or cushion – Homecrest has the collection to fit the
needs of your contract applications.
J. Marshall Design, Floor 16, Suite 1600
For the past decade, Michael Weiss has prevailed as a leader in modern furniture design,
with an acute awareness of the evolution of design. His newest pieces are defined by
clean lines and architectural simplicity, reflecting some of the formal training he received
at the Julliard School of NY. Stop in and see some of his newest designs of Modern
Classics.
Jardin de Ville, Floor 15, Suite 1553
Featured in DreamHome, this grouping has high style in three colorways at a lounge and
dining height. Upholstered with high flow mesh cushions maintenance is near zero while
giving very high comfort and panache. Check it out yourself in our award winning
showroom!
Katonah Architectural Hardware, Floor 1, Suite 163
Come to Katonah to view Chant hardware, a new hardware line from New Zealand for
both commercial and residential use. Also enjoy afternoon refreshments.
Kenneth Ludwig Home Furnishings, Floor 15, Suite 1510

Lee Industries has developed exclusive, natural yarns with special weaves to create high
end fabrics. From designing, growing, spinning, weaving, and dying; everything is done
within one organization. The mill weaves at a very slow speed due to the thickness and
complexity of the fabric. The dying process meets strict European environmental laws
and the finishing techniques create a luxurious appearance and great hand to the fabric.
The KOHLER Store, Floor 1, Suite 100
Merging sound and vibrations, the new KOHLER Underscore VibrAcoustic baths are
engineered to ease tension and stress. VibroAcoustic is a technology-based sound therapy
defined as hearing and feeling sound vibrations through the body. Additionally, the
quality of the sound system on the bath is so good that it can be used as a stand-alone
audio solution for the entire bathroom. The bather can stream music and podcasts through
the bath from a mobile device wirelessly or via hardwire connection. The VibrAcoustic
technology is controlled by an intuitive full-color touch screen user interface.
Mallin Furniture, Floor 17, Suite 1766
Mallin’s Volare Circular sectional group placed around our new fire pits creates an
outdoor environment unique to your home. A wide range of all aluminum, powder-coated
finishes and fabrices available on plush cushions with custom braiding allow your clients
to customize their selections. Stop in for a personal tour.
Martin-Wood, Floor 16, Suite 1616
New products on display, take a moment to see what Martin-Wood has to offer.
Michael-Cleary, Floor 18, Suite 1822
We here at Michael-Cleary would like to invite you to visit our showroom and take a
little time to familiarize yourself with the many fine products we have to offer.
Mike Bell, Inc., Floor 18, Suite 1869
Make sure to stop on the 18th floor to visit the NEW Mike Bell and Westwater Patterson
showroom. See all the wonderful products from Cache, Ironies and of course, Mike Bell.
Outdoor Lifestyle, Floor 17, Suite 1789
Our cast aluminum has been accredited by the American Association for Laboratory
Accreditation (A2LA) to verify that it conforms to the stringent safety, durability and
structural standards mandated by the Business and Institutional Furniture Manufacturers
Association (BIFMA). Made in the USA using A356 aluminum with a 15 year warranty
on frames and a 5 year warranty on finishes.

Paris Ceramics, Floor 1, Suite 146
We celebrate our passion to source the most beautiful and highest quality stone, tile,
mosaic and wood in the world and to partner with our clients to create unique projects
that are extraordinary and timeless. Please stop by our showroom to view our one of a
kind products.
Pindler & Pindler, Floor 6, Suite 618
Please join the staff at Pindler & Pindler for a Spring Market Open House to see the latest
product offerings. Light refreshments will be served.
Poggenpohl, Floor 1, Suite 138
Visit Poggenpohl’s completely renovated showroom now featuring their latest products.
Shown for the first time in Chicago, German premium-kitchen manufacturer Poggenpohl
presents +ARTESIO®, a completely new concept designed in collaboration with
Hamburg-based architect and designer Hadi Teherani. Also, Poggenpohl Introduces a
New Collection of Drawer Inserts and Accessories with interior LED lighting, combining
functionality with minimalist design.
Poliform, Floor 1, Suite 110
Poliform launches a quick ship program of selected collections of sofas, chairs, tables,
beds, and storage units, available to ship within 2 weeks on the US market. The
showroom will be dedicated to highlight the Design Now Collection, while integrating
with Poliform main collection.
Porcelanosa Tile/Kitchen/Bath, Floor 1, Suite 149
Porcelanosa has created a dream space for designers to use in our showroom. This
includes several work stations, a private conference room and a Porcelanosa library
which will house all stocked porcelain, stone, wood, faucets and sanitary ware as well as
bathroom and kitchen cabinetry. Porcelanosa is located at LuxeHome, Suite 149, in the
Merchandise Mart. Designers can freely stop in to use the space as well as view our
newest products.
Robert Allen | Beacon Hill, Floor 6, Suite 633
The new Naturals Collection is an exciting mix of soft, touchable, richly surfaced multipurpose and upholstery fabrics. We recognize the growing movement toward casual,
relaxed, authentic materials in home design and is bringing this aesthetic to the next level.
With dramatic statement patterns in an anything but neutral color palette.
RODOLPH, Floor 6, Suite 6-117A

Celebrate the new showroom on the sixth floor with an Open House! Enjoy the fabrics of
Rodolph, John Saladino and Savel, window treatments from The Sign and Dizz, fine
cashmere and wool textiles by Loro Piana, hand printed silks of Sabina Fay Braxton, the
hand of fine linen from Anachini, Jerry Pair leathers, Brimar window hardware & trim,
Belgian Shade, DeLandt sheer Chandeliers and wallcoverings from Watermark,
Ravissant and Textures in Wallcovering. Don’t miss a personal introduction to Wall
Stile™– a revolutionary, patent-pending, soft wall tile product with the look of high-end
leather and other exotic hides.
Robert A.M. Stern Collection,Floor 16, Suite 1680
Fine architectural furnishings and finishes, stop in and see firsthand!
ROMO, Floor 6, Suite 6-152
Join the new showroom for an open house, showcasing the newest collections featuring
an abundance of color from beautifully detailed decorative weaves, velvets, and prints to
our exclusive line of wallcoverings.
Studio Snaidero Chicago, Floor 1, Suite 140
Snaidero partners with Harman Kardon to integrate great sound with undeniably beautiful
kitchen cabinetry. The brand-new Harman Kardon Maestro Kitchen™ 100 system has no
visible speakers or cables; just a unique sound experience for maximum musical
enjoyment in the kitchen while cooking or simply chatting with friends and family. Come
to Ste140 for a glass of Prosecco to celebrate!
Sub-Zero Wolf Showroom,Floor 1, Suite 134
Sub-Zero Wolf Showroom is introducing the Sub-Zero 36” French door
refrigerator/freezer. The French door style is popular for its looks and appreciated for its
functional benefits. Open either of the two, 18˝ wide doors independently, or open them
together for full access to the refrigerator’s interior even in narrower spaces. The Wolf
Convection Steam Oven makes convection and steam accomplish delicious feats that are
impossible for other ovens.
Three Birds Casual, Floor 17, Suite 1783
Stylish and comfortable, the Riviera collection combines a solid teak frame, stainless
steel and aluminum hardware, and the highest quality textiline (R) sling. Textiline is
woven from a polyester yarn coated with PVC resulting in a durable, easy to clean
material that resists tearing, fading and mildew.
TUUCI, Floor 15, Suite 1555
Mercury Lounge was featured in a recent Hearth & Home editorial, the outdoor lounge is

the newest successful outdoor living concept mastered by TUUCI. Offering 30 square
feet of private or exposed area with sunroof, this piece has the finishing’s to create a
Shangri-La in your client’s environment. Marine grade and fully customizable.
Urban Archaeology, Floor 1, Suite 108
Come in and see our huge collection of new products at Urban Archaeology!
Winston Furniture, Floor 16, Suite 16-100
Stop in and view the latest offerings to perfectly complete your current and future
outdoor projects. Whether it is poolside, dining or luxurious deep seating, Winston can fit
your needs. While you are here take the opportunity to relax and have a cold drink. WIFI
access available.
ZUO Modern Contemporary, Floor 17, Suite 1762
The Aqua office chair has a unique and ultimate back support system. The patented
double split back complete with adjustable height and armrests allows for a form shaping
experience that cradles to the curves of the user while sitting at rest or moving about your
work space.
For more information, visit www.neocon.com.

